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1 2 3) In several recent papers ' ' , symmetry sche~es for. strong interactions have 
been proposed, involving ~ 4 or other groups of rank three~ It is a common feature 
of such models that they lead to the prediction of new particles with non-zero value 
of an additional quantum number (called charm, peculiarness, etc.). According to 
the models of ~eferences 1 and 2, the meson octets of su3 should be increased by six 
charmed and one charmless meson each. These charmed mesons would be produced 
abundantly in pairs (about as often as kaon pairs) and some of them are expected to 
decay into both Kn and nn with rates of the order of 1012 sec-l (this is the value 
given in Reference 1). They would have masses around 1 GeV or less (in Reference 1 
charmed mesons are predicted with masses of 760, 770, 900 and 940 MeV). These values 
are of course model dependent. 
If such particles exist they would appear in the reaction 
(1) 
(c1 and c2 stand for oppositely charmed mesons) and could be detected as giving rise 
to the otherwise forbidden final state K0 n+n-n°. 
We have looked for this configuration in a sample of 200,000 antiproton-proton 
annihilations at rest4) photographed at CERN with the 81 cm. Saclay hydrogen bubble 
chamber. 
Two-prong events with a K0 decaying in the chamber, for which the antiproton 
had come to rest before annihilating and for which a charged track had not previously 
been identified as a kaon, were considered if the missing mass (assuming the final 
state to be K0n+n- neutrals) was well below the kaon mass. On these events, 
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a kinematical fit to tho eypothesis p + p_,K + n + n + n was tried and the result 
compared with the photographs of the event. After these tests only 7 events 
remained as plausible ·candidates fbr reactibn (1), and 4 of these were identified as 
three-body annihilations with a K0 decaying at the· apex. For each of the 3 remain-
ing events, at least one explanation was possible involving only hitherto known 
particles and satisfying the usual conservation laws. 
We conclude that there is no evidence for the production of charmed mesons in 
antiproton-proton annihilations at rest and give an upper limit for the branching 
ratio 
0 
-'-, - 0( ) K1 + T; + ,, ·+ K missing or not 
' more (or }.Gss) t:l.·"..::td estimate gives 3/700. 
The r:..ore c::.snif::'...caii.t branching ratio 
< _l_ 
700 
car.not be evaluated without making definite assumptions about the ratio between the 
rates of the C-7Kn: and C ~.nn decays. On the other hand, there are about 350 events 
:tn the cample 1iLh a yj( final state. R can therefore only be close to one if one 
::'.Locay mode~ of C is ab'.JUt two orders of magnitude more frequent than the other. Also, 
the limit obtained does not depend critically on the lifetimes, being of the order 
-12 
of 10 sec. If t}le ch2.rmed mesons lived longer than that, they could hardly have 
escaped attention. 
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